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Abstract 
The diploma thesis Electronization of civil procedure is devoted to the implementation 
of the information technologies and institutes of the electronic justice to the Czech civil 
procedure, mainly to the discovery, executive and arbitrage proceedings. It provides an 
objective and complex overview of the evolution of these institutes, relations between 
them, practical problems in the daily use and possible future development. The largest 
chapter concerns the institutes common to all kinds of civil proceedings, such as acts 
executed by court (e.g. logging, pleadings, and delivery), acts made by parties (e.g. 
submissions), evidence and judgment. The course of the discovery proceeding taking 
into account the electronization is explained in the second chapter. The third one does 
the same for the executive proceeding. The penultimate chapter is devoted to the 
arbitrage and mainly to the Online Dispute Resolution. The thesis is ended with the 
conclusion which summarises the findings (uncoordinated process of adoption, defects 
in the everyday use, disunited and unlinked user environments) and gives a possible 
solution to the defects and the disunited user experience of the institutes of electronic 
justice that has been adopted during the last decade. 
 
